TERM: 1152   CAMPUS: Ashland

Introduction to Drawing

Location: Karlyn’s Gallery
Instructor: Tonja Sell

Supply List for the first day of class:

- Newsprint pad 8x10 (min)
- Soft graphite pencils
- Kneeded eraser
- Drawing eraser
- Technical pencil
- Vine or stick charcoal
- Charcoal pencils from medium-dark Tinted paper pad
- Student grade drawing pad Cont’e in White & Sanguine
- Consider an upright drawing surface or drawing board.
- Clips for upright work or removable type tape such as painters tape
- Student grade flat paintbrush 3/4-1"
- Water container
- Apron (it's a good idea to have one if you are as messy as me!)
- Pastel blending stumps

There will be a one hour lunch